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Modernity and the image of calorimetry
 Modernity of calorimetry is a reality:
basic need for measuring heat exchanges
(in Physics, Chemistry, Biology) is such that
calorimetry is permanently used and
developed
Mahler bomb calorimeter, 1891

Atlas calorimeter, 2014

 Image of calorimetry often
opposite:
«Calorimetry»
frequently suggests an oldfashioned
and
unclear
experimental
section
of
boring thermodynamics

Need to improve the image of calorimetry
 Old-fashioned: 19th century equipment used in teaching over
years (this has been improved over the last decades)
 Unclear: more than 100 different calorimeters devised to
« catch » the heat which escapes so easily, hence a field
difficult to introduce shortly
 Therefore a difficult topic for teachers….and for students
 First aim of this presentation: clarify and simplify to help
those teaching calorimetry feeling comfortable and attractive
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 Calorimeter: word coined by
Lavoisier to designate a
device to measure the heat
evolved or absorbed by a
sample (Traité Elémentaire
de Chimie, 1789)

 Antoine Lavoisier in his laboratory

(on Saturday mornings) with his wife
Marie-Anne
who
wrote
the
experiment reports and made the
nice drawings

The issue with the term « heat »
 The definition of a « calorimeter » has therefore been, for
more than two centuries, that of an equipment able to measure
heat
 Unfortunately, the term “heat”
is an ambiguous term.
 Why? Because each scientific
community adapted the meaning
of “heat” to its needs.
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The issue with the term « heat »

(continued)

For calorimetrists (and also thermal engineers), heat:
 Can be stored (like in adiabatic or quasi-adiabatic calorimeters
or like in a Dutch stove)
 Can also flow by conduction (like through a heat-flowmeter in
Tian-Calvet type calorimeters), convection or radiation
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The issue with the term « heat » (continued)
 But for most other scientists,
heat cannot be stored and is
simply a transfer quantity
 Moreover, for a number of
physicists, heat cannot be
transferred by radiation

(M.Bertin, J.P.Faroux, J.Renault
“Cours de physique.
Thermodynamique » Dunod (1989)
p104)

 And even, for a few, heat is even not a physical quantity, simply a
process (P.Atkins, J. de Paula « Physical Chemistry » 8th Edition, Oxford
University Press (2006) pp28-30)
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The issue with the term « heat » (continued)

 In each “chapel” scientists are satisfied with their definition of heat and
don’t even think of another possibility
 None of these definitions is wrong, since it is a simple matter of convention
 The issue: if the term heat is undefined, how can we define a calorimeter?

A modern definition of calorimetry : 1st possibility
 We keep the traditional definition of a calorimeter, but have to
explain the special meaning given to « heat » by calorimetrists:
« Calorimetry aims at measuring the heat* produced or
absorbed by a phenomenon (* « heat » being understood as a
thermal energy able to be either transferred or stored) »
 Doing so, we accept and stress that the term « heat » has
several meanings, depending on the group making use of it, which
is not in the spirit of modern science (and against major goal of
IUPAC)
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A modern definition of calorimetry: 2nd possibility
 We simply replace, in the traditional definition, the term « heat » by the
term « thermal energy »
« Calorimetry aims at measuring the thermal energy
produced or absorbed by a phenomenon »
 Allows calorimetrists following general trend that the term « heat »
designates thermal energy only during its transfer (not on storage). A
transfer taking place through conduction, convection or radiation.
 Accepted by 80% of scientists
 OK for 1st principle of thermodynamics
 Supported by IUPAC (M.Terazima et al.« Quantities,

terminology and
symbols in photothermal and related spectroscopies (IUPAC Recommendations 2004) »,
Pure Appl. Chem., Vol 76, N°6 (2004) 1083-1118

 Heat is like rain, which is water falling from the
cloud to the earth.
 When it has filled a bucket, it is not rain any more,
only water (McQuarrie and Rock , 1992)
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Two routes towards a simple classification of calorimetry
 Over two centuries, more than 100 different types of
calorimeters were devised
 There were many names and many nomenclatures of calorimeters
(13 nomenclatures listed in : ROUQUEROL (J.), WADSO (I.), LEVER (T.) et

HAINES (P.) Chapter2 Developments in Nomenclature in Handbook of Thermal
Analysis and Calorimetry Vol 5, P.Gallagher and M.Brown Eds, Elsevier, Amsterdam,
p.21-62 (2007).)

« Floating » classification of the first calorimeter (LAVOISIER (A.L.)
LAPLACE (P.S.) Mémoire sur la chaleur, C.R. Acad. Royale des Sciences, 28 Juin (1783).)

 Isothermal (Calvet, 1958)





Adiabatic (Sünner)
Compensation (Zielenkiewicz, 2004, Sarge et al.,2014)
Conduction (Fryer and Lewis, 2011)
Phase change
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et

Introducing the great variety of calorimeters

(continued)

 Each of the 13 classifications proposed has its aims and good
reasons (either scientific… or personal)
 Like for heat, a matter of convention
 We tried, for years to find a simple and comprehensive
classification to make easier the teaching of calorimetry and
thermodynamics:
ROUQUEROL J., M.LAFFITTE Sur les bases d’une systématique en calorimétrie In: Thermochimie, Marseille, 1971.
Paris, C.N.R.S., 1972, p. 181-188
ROUQUEROL J., ZIELENKIEWICZ W. Suggested practice for classification of calorimeters. Thermochim. Acta
1986, 109, 121-37.
ROUQUEROL J., WADSO I., LEVER T.J. and HAINES P.J. Developments in Nomenclature (Chapter 2) In “Handbook
of Thermal Analysis and Calorimetry”, Volume 5, “Further Advances, Techniques and Applications”, M.Brown and
P.Gallagher Eds, Elsevier, Amsterdam, 2007, pp 13- 54

 The result of these 45 years of interest is as follows

1st route for classification, based on heat exchange
Starts with simple
representation of a
calorimeter

 S : system made up of the sample and
its container or vessel (with which it
is in good thermal contact)
 T : surrounding thermostat
(characterized by its temperature TT)
 R : thermal resistance through which
the heat exchanges between S and T
occur
 TS - TT : temperature difference
between S and T

Two extreme modes of operation of
calorimeters after the heat exchange
Adiabatic mode (αδιαβατοζ, adiabatos, «which cannot be
crossed»)
No heat exchange between the system and the
thermostat
Diathermal mode(διαα, dia,
« through », and θερµοσ, thermos,
« hot » )
The whole energy involved by
the system transformation is
exchanged with the thermostat
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Classification of real calorimeters:
2 families, 4 groups

Adiabatic calorimeters
(objective: impede heat exchange)

Diathermal calorimeters
(objective: improve heat exchange)

1/« active »
2/« passive »
1/ « active »
2/« passive »
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Classification of real calorimeters:
2 families and 4 groups
A/ Adiabatic calorimeters
1/ « active » : heat exchange minimized by servo-controlling the
thermostat T after the sample T (« true » adiabatic)
2/ « passive » : heat exchange simply minimized by thermal
insulation between sample and thermostat (« quasi » adiabatic,
isoperibolic,Berthelot,Thomsen, « water », ordinary calorimeter)
B/ Diathermal calorimeters
3/ « passive » : heat exchange favoured by simple thermal
conduction (ex ;Tian-Calvet heat-flowmeter, phase-change)
4/ « active » : heat exchange replaced by an in-situ power
compensation which mimics a good thermal conduction (Joule or
Peltier power compensation, or pneumatic, radiation)
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2nd route for classification,
based on the physical quantity measured
 Only the sample temperature: true adiabatic calorimeter
 The sample temperature + a corrective term due to heat
leaks: quasi-adiabatic calorimeter
 The signal from a heat-flowmeter: heatflowmeter calorimeter
 An amount of matter undergoing a phase
change: phase change calorimeter
 A compensation power cancelling in situ
any thermal effect occurring in the
sample: power-compensation calorimeter

Comparing classsifications obtained from the 2 routes

(based on either thermal transfer or physical quantity measured)
 Both routes allow separating and assessing practically the same 5
families of calorimeters
 Diathermal:
 Adiabatic :
 Active: True adiabatic
 Passive: Quasi-adiabatic

 Passive: Heat-flowmeter, phase change
 Active: Power-compensation

 Heat exchange provides more clear-cut
separation between families
 Physical quantity measured looks easier
to understand but may lead to
ambiguity: are we measuring a T, a ∆T,
a heat-flow, a voltage, a resistance…?
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Recent developments in calorimetry (a selection…)

1. Reaction calorimeters: simplicity in novelty
2. Oxygen-consumption calorimeters: indirect calorimetry
3. Ultrafast nanocalorimeters: amazingly small and fast
4. CERN (Geneva) « Atlas calorimeter »: amazingly large and
sensitive
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Hybrid « reaction » calorimeters

(Regenass et al.(1981-1997))

 Based on a glass-made, double-walled, chemical reactor,
with liquid-flow thermostat, can operate in 3 modes out of 4:
Adiabatic active: (true adiabatic):
thermostat T follows reactor T
Diathermal passive: reactor T
follows thermostat T by
spontaneaous heat flow, measured:
From Tout – Tin
From Treactor - Tthermostat
Diathermal active : reactor T
follows thermostat T by powercompensation (Joule or Peltier)
Not adiabatic passive (quasiadiabatic) since no insulation

Versatile « hybrid » reaction calorimeters

(continued)

Comprehensive analysis and comparison of available procedures for
reaction calorimeters: A.Zogg, F.Stoessel, U.Fischer, K.Hungerbühler,

Thermochimica Acta 419 (2004) 1–17

Setaram
differential

Mettler-Toledo

Most useful for controlling chemical processes (e.g. for safety)
and also biotechnological ones (for efficiency)

« Heat-flow » reaction calorimetry for biotechnology
 Monitor cell growth rate (e.g. yeast) by heat-flow measurement
 Control cell growth rate through feed flow
 Keep growth rate at optimum value for yield and quality
 Stabilize growth rate

Growth rate of yeast
(derived from heat flow)

Careful study and adaptation of RC to
biocalorimetry for controlled growth rate:
D. Voisard, U. von Stockar, I.W. Marison,
Thermochimica Acta 394 (2002) 99–111
Stress that this is « Process Analytical
Technology » and apply to yeast growth:
M.Schuler, S.Sivaprakasam, B. Freeland,
Appl Microbiol Biotechnol (2012) 93:575–
584

unstable

stable
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« Oxygen consumption » calorimeter
Developed since 1980 in Fire Safety Engineering to estimate heat
produced by combustion of pieces of furniture, doors, windows, cars

Most frequent form: the « cone-calorimeter »
Does not directly measure any thermal
energy (no « heat sensor »)
Instead, estimates heat from a cause,
i.e. the oxygen consumption:
Q = 13.1 MJ/kg O2 (« Thornton constant »)
Therefore enters the field of
« indirect calorimetry » rather than of
calorimetry proper (and does not enter

classification proposed, since thermal energy is
not directly assessed here)

« Oxygen consumption » calorimeters
A large size « cone-calorimeter » during an experiment

Much heat is
involved
But one does
not see around
any equipment
able to measure
the heat
produced by
conduction,
convection or
radiation…
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Nanocalorimetry

Amazingly small and fast

 « Chip calorimetry » (after soldered

thermopiles in 60ies, printed thermopiles in 80ies)

Calorimetric chips

 « Thin film calorimetry »
 « Nanocalorimetry », associated with
Atomic Force Microscopy (M.Reading)
 « Ultra-fast calorimetry » on ultra-thin
sheets (.5 -50 µm), also applicable to AFM
(C.Schick)

Ultra-fast nanocalorimetry
Ultra-high sensitivity (ng samples and nJ or even pJ energies),
Ultra-fast scanning rates (106K/s)
Often « Hybrid », with several modes of operation:
Quasi-adiabatic (on heating)
Diathermal passive:
1) Simple heat flow towards heat sink
2) AC calorimetry, with modulated heat flow
Diathermal active, with power-compensation (V. Mathot)
Most useful to understand
transformations on
quenching (i.e. polymer
extrusion)
From Adamowsky
and Schick, 2004
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The amazing «ATLAS» liquid argon calorimeter
(CERN, Geneva, Large Hadron Collider)

 Monumental calorimeter (7000 tons, 45 m3 liquid argon !)
 Measures the energy of cosmic radiations:
 The proton-proton collision, like just after the Big Bang, just
before primordial soup of quarks and gluons
 The Brout-Englert-Higgs bosons with large masses (contrary to
the other, massless, bosons carrying forces, like the photons)
 Project launched in 1992
 Construction started in 1995
 Installed in ATLAS « cavern » in 2004
 First experiments in 2007
 Two Nobel Prizes in 2013, to François
Englert and Peter Higgs
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The amazing «ATLAS» liquid argon double calorimeter
(CERN, Geneva, Large Hadron Collider)

 For larger wave-lengths « ATLAS hadronic calorimeter » with
iron (as absorber) and scintillating tiles (as sensors)
 For smaller wave-lengths « Atlas electromagnetic calorimeter »
with lead absorber, 2000V electrodes and liquid argon sensor
 Measures energy
transfered by
radiation (like a
photo-detector with
photo-multiplication)
 Therefore enters
family of Heatflowmeter
calorimeters
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The amazing «ATLAS» liquid argon calorimeter
(CERN, Geneva, Large Hadron Collider)

 A totally independent calorimetry community
 International Conference on Calorimetry in High Energy Physics
organized yearly since 1995
 With totally different language
 Principle uneasy to understand
 Impossible to isolate nomenclature from science and science
from nomenclature because they cannot improve independently
from each other (Lavoisier, Introduction to Treatise on Elementary
Chemistry, 1789, free translation)
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The future of calorimetry is in our hands
Calorimetry is basic for science,especially
for modeling and simulation
It is a service for science to make it
successful and to develop our community

 This development depends on our ability to
improve calorimetry:

Clarity (for good teaching)
Attractivity (for renewal of the community)
Reliability and soundness (for good science…and
funding !)
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